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Abstract

In this contribution we analyze the integrity of the GNSS array model through the socalled uniformly most powerful invariant (UMPI) test-statistics and their corresponding
minimal detectable biases (MDBs). The model considered is characterized by multiple
receivers/satellites with known coordinates where the multi-frequency carrier-phase and
pseudo-range observables are subject to atmospheric (ionospheric and tropospheric) delays,
receiver and satellite clock biases, as well as instrumental delays. Highlighting the role
played by the model’s misclosures, analytical multivariate expressions of a few leading teststatistics together with their MDBs are studied that are further accompanied by numerical
results of the three GNSSs GPS, Galileo and BeiDou.
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1

Introduction

The notion of the GNSS array model, here, refers
to an array of antennas tracking the multi-frequency
carrier-phase/pseudo-range observables in the presence
of atmospheric effects. The coordinates of antennas and
satellites are assumed to be known. The definition presented
is rather general in the sense that even the medium-scale
control networks can also be considered as an array.
Examples of such are the continuously operating reference
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station (CORS) networks sending corrections to the RTKand/or PPP-RTK users (de Jonge 1998; Odijk et al. 2014),
a set of antennas mounted on rigid platforms improving
the position/attitude of points in its vicinity (Teunissen 2010,
2012), and the ground based augmentation systems (GBASs)
supporting safe flight procedures such as landing, departure
and surface operations at an airport (Khanafseh et al. 2012;
Giorgi et al. 2012). Despite their different applications,
all of the aforementioned arrays are, however, utilized for
the purpose of the same functionality, that is, providing
accurate corrections for the users. Ensuring the integrity and
reliability of the corrections, even at the pre-analysis level,
is therefore of great importance, see e.g., Teunissen (1998);
Teunissen and de Bakker (2012).
Integrity monitoring and quality control of the GNSS
array model is the topic of this contribution. We confine
our study to the single-epoch scenario as it is indeed the
ultimate goal of the near real-time applications and, at the
same time, brings us conservative thresholds of the reliability
measures of the corresponding multi-epoch scenario. Our
strategy commences with the model’s misclosures. Although
the GNSS misclosures can be treated as diagnostic tools in
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their own right, we make use of certain linear functions of
them to formulate the UMPI test-statistics which give rise to
the highest probability of the detection for a class of critical
regions. For an overview of the underlying principles of
the UMPI test, see Arnold (1981), and for its applications
to hypothesis testing in linear models, see e.g. Teunissen
(2000).
The test-statistics to be studied are (1) the array-, antennaand satellite-detectors in which the overall/local validity
of the model is tested, (2) the celebrated w-test-statistic
for the purpose of outlier identification and (3) the atmospheric detectors well suited to the small-scale arrays. The
detectability of the tests is formulated via the corresponding
MDBs where the associated numerical illustrations, emphasized on the three GNSSs GPS, Galileo and BeiDou, are also
given.

2

Array Model and the GNSS
Misclosures

Consider a single antenna, say antenna r (r D 1; : : : ; n), that
tracks s number of commonly-viewed satellites on frequency
j (j D 1; : : : ; f ). One can then put the corresponding undifferenced carrier-phase observations on each frequency, as the
s-vectors r;j (j D 1; : : : ; f ), into a higher-dimensioned
T
T T
; : : : ; r;f
 . Doing the same to the pseudovector r D Œr;1
range observations pr and collecting observations of all n
antennas, the final sf  n matrices of carrier-phase and
pseudo-range data of the array can be, respectively, formulated as
˚ D Œ1 ; : : : ; n ;

P D Œp1 ; : : : ; pn 

The satellite-/receiver-dependent biases are, respectively,
canceled out by applying the between-receiver singledifferenced (SD) operator Dn and the between-satellite
SD operator Ds (Teunissen 1997). The multivariate
representation of the double-differenced (DD) observation
equations of the array model, under the null hypothesis Ho ,
reads then
Ef.If ˝ DsT /˚ Dn g D .ef ˝ DsT g/  T Dn  . ˝ Is1 /
DsT  Dn C . ˝ Is1 / Z
T
Ef.If ˝ Ds /P Dn g D .ef ˝ DsT g/  T Dn C . ˝ Is1 /
DsT  Dn
(1)
DfvecŒ.If ˝ DsT /˚ Dn g D DnT Dn ˝ Q ˝ DsT Ws1 Ds
DfvecŒ.If ˝

DsT /P

Dn g D

DnT Dn

˝ Qp ˝

DsT Ws1 Ds
(2)

where the s-vector g contains functions mapping the slant
tropospheric delays (STDs) onto the zenith tropospheric
delays (ZTDs)  D Œ1 ; : : : ; n T . The s  n matrix  is
introduced as  D Œ1 ; : : : ; n , with r being the s-vector of
the (first-order) slant ionospheric delays of antenna r. The f vector  contains the ionospheric coefficients j D 2j =21 ,
with j being the wavelengths positioned on the f  f
diagonal matrix . The matrix Z contains the integer-valued
DD ambiguities. The f  f positive-definite matrices Q
and Qp are the cofactor matrices of the phase and pseudorange observable-type. The s s diagonal matrix Ws captures
the satellite elevation dependency of the observations. I and
e, respectively, denote the identity matrix and the vector of
ones, where the subscripts indicate their size. The operator ˝
denotes the Kronecker product. Ef:g and Df:g are the mathematical expectation and dispersion operators, respectively.
The operator vecŒ: vectorizes the associated matrix.
Using model (1) and (2), we are interested to check the
validity of the model against unaccounted effects. To do
so, we therefore work with the conditioned equations of
(1) and the corresponding misclosures. The idea to employ
the conditioned equations rather than the commonly-used
observation equations is motivated by the desire to characterize the intrinsic behavior of the array model in relation
to the possible misspecifications. This is indeed realized by
forming the GNSS misclosures showing the contribution of
the observations to the redundancy of the model.

2.1

GNSS-Based Decoupled Misclosures

Although the misclosures of (1) can be formed in many different ways, we form those that are group-wise uncorrelated
and at the same time have easy interpretations. The GNSSbased decoupled misclosures, in case of the ambiguity-float
scenario, are introduced as follows (cf. Appendix)
i: Frequency-differenced misclosures:
T

M1 D Œ.DfT /? DfT ˝ cd2 j gN T Ws  P Dn
ii: Atmosphere-free misclosures:
T
T
M2 D Œ? ˝ .DsT g/? DsT  P Dn

(3)

where .:/? denotes the orthogonal complement basis matrix.
We introduce the s-vector gN D g C .cd  =c2 /es , in which
the satellite-domain (co)variance-type scalars cd2 j , cd  and
c2 are computed as
esT Ws es
ŒesT Ws es Œg T Ws gŒg T Ws es 2
TW e
s s
cd  D ŒeT Ws es Œgg
T W gŒg T W e 2 ;
s
s s
s

c2 D

cd2 j D

1
esT Ws es

(4)
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With regard to (3), M1 and M2 , respectively, contribute to the
model’s redundancy of size .f  2/ and .f  1/.s  2/ per
baseline. After fixing ambiguities, similar expressions can be
obtained for the phase and phase-and-code misclosures.

2.2

Atmosphere-Aided Decoupled
Misclosures

where QMM D DfM g and CM D B T CY , with the projector
T
1
T
1
PCM D CM .CM
QMM
CM /1 CM
QMM
. The scalar q;˛;
2
is the -noncentrality parameter to be determined by the
power of the test and the probability of false alarm ˛.
The operator t rf:g denotes the trace of a matrix, whereas
jj:jj2 D .:/T .:/ is the squared-norm of a vector.
Proof see Appendix.

The GNSS-based misclosures, presented in (3), contain the
complete information needed to check and to study the
quality of the observation matrices ˚ and P in (1). One may,
however, strengthen the model by using a-priori atmospheric
information, i.e. the spatial dependency of the atmospheric
delays. In case of not-too-large arrays, the differential atmospheric delays, with amount of uncertainty, would thus play
the role of pseudo-observables as
EfDsT  Dn gDDsT  Dn ; with DfDsT  Dn gD 2 DnT Dn ˝DsT Ws1 Ds
EfDnT g D DnT ;
with DfDnT g D 2 DnT Dn

The above theorem shows how the multivariate representation of the UMPI test-statistic is realized through the
model’s misclosures and the type of misspecifications, i.e.
CY . We remark that the test-statistic Tq follows central and
noncentral F -distribution under Ho and Ha , respectively,
that is, Tq jHo  F .q; 1; 0/ and Tq jHa  F .q; 1; /,
with the first two arguments q; 1 being the degrees of
freedom and the noncentrality parameter.
As to the GNSS array model, one may formulate a rather
general structure for the misspecification design matrix CY
at the undifferenced level. The following structure has been
adopted in this study
EfYQ jHa g D EfYQ jHo g C .Cf ˝ Cs / r CnT

(5)
with 2 and 2 being the a-priori ionospheric and tropospheric variances, respectively.
Appending the preceding equations to (1) does increase
the redundancy of the model by comparing the GNSSbased estimators of the differential atmospheric delays with
their pseudo-observable ones (s redundant observations per
baseline). This, in a similar way to (3), provides us with the
atmosphere-aided misclosures.

3

UMPI Test-Statistics and Their MDBs

Given the GNSS decoupled misclosures introduced in the
previous section, we are now in a position to form various
test-statistics.
Theorem 1 (UMPI Test-Statistic and Its MDB) Let the
alternative hypothesis Ha be related to the null hypothesis
Ho as EfvecŒY jHa g D EfvecŒY jHo g C CY r, where the
q-vector of misspecifications r is linked to the observations
by the full-rank design matrix CY . Given a representation
for the model’s misclosures as M D B T vecŒY  under Ho ,
the UMPI test-statistic Tq and its MDB are respectively
given by
1
t rfQMM
PCM MM T g
Tq D
t rfPCM g
s
vq;˛;
jjrjj D
; r D jjrjjdY
T
1
dYT CM
QMM
C M dY

(7)

(8)

where the full-rank matrices Cf , Cs and Cn specify the
type of misspecification r in the frequency-, satellite- and
antenna-domain, respectively. The role of the atmospherecorrected observation matrix YQ can be taken by PQ and ˚Q or
both of them, in which we define
PQ D P  .ef ˝ g/  . ˝ Is /
˚Q D ˚  .ef ˝ g/ C . ˝ Is /

(9)

MDB-Parametrization In general there is no unique solution for the MDB of the misspecifications of a multi dimensional type. This issue can be properly circumvented through
an MDB-parametrization as follows
r D jjvecŒrjj .df ˝ ds / dnT

(10)

with df , ds and dn being, respectively, the frequency-,
satellite- and antenna-domain vectors such that their resultant
vector dn ˝ df ˝ ds is of length 1, i.e. a direction vector.
In the following, a few important test-statistics, together
with their MDBs, will be specialized by setting Cf , Cs and
Cn in (8) to certain structures.

3.1
(6)

t
u

Array-, Antennaand Satellite-Detectors

First one needs to check the validity of the array model
against any type of misspecification that might potentially
occur. The stated validity can be either of an overall type
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or of a local type. The overall validity of the model is tested
through the array-detector characterized by the following setting
array-detector: Cf 7! If ;

Cs 7! Ds ;

Cn 7! Dn
(11)

Depending on the a-priori atmospheric variances 2 and
2
 , several expressions can be formulated. In case of
atmosphere-fixed scenario, i.e. 2 D 0 and 2 D 0, the
array-detector can be shown to take the following form (cf.
Appendix)
Tq D

1
trfŒQp1 ˝ Ws Pe?s  PQ PDn PQ T g
q
1
Q Dn ˚Q T g
C trfŒQ1 ˝ Ws Pe?s  ˚P
q

(12)

with the projectors Pe?s D Is  cd2 j es esT Ws and PDn D In 
.1=n/en enT . The degrees of freedom q is determined upon
choosing the following scenarios
codeless data .Qp1 D 0/ W ) q D f .s  1/.n  1/
phaseless data .Q1 D 0/ W ) q D f .s  1/.n  1/
code+phase data W
) q D 2f .s  1/.n  1/
(13)
The corresponding MDB, in accordance with (7), reads

3.2

w-Test-Statistic and the MDB of Single
Outliers

We now focus our attention to the well-known w-test-statistic
employed for the purpose of identification of a single erroneous observation (Baarda 1968). The structure of CY is then
set to
w-test-statistic:

f

Cf 7! uj ;

Cs 7! usi ;

Cn 7! unr (16)

Similar to the array-detector, depending on the scenarios
considered, several expressions can be given to the w-teststatistic. The structures of the corresponding MDB do however follow the same pattern. Let us, for the moment, consider STDs rather than ZTDs in the model. The code-outlier
MDB can be shown to read as
jjvecŒrjjSTD D

1
2

1;˛;

Œ 1.

i

1

1

n 2
 Œ n1
  Œwi .1  Œ wwN  1s / 2
2
pj
2 = 2
pj
pOj

1

/

2
(17)

jjvecŒrjj

Four contributing elements show up themselves in the above
MDB that are described in the following:

1
2

q;˛;

D q
ŒdfT .Qp1 CQ1 /df ŒdsT DsT Ws Pe?
Ds ds ŒdnT DnT PDn Dn dn 
s

(14)
Clearly a judgment on the size of the MDB cannot be easily
made since it depends on the three vectors df , ds and dn .
Keeping fixed two vectors out of which however, one can
still gain information on the sensitivity of the MDB to the
contributing factors like the number of frequencies/satellites
and the quality of the observables. This idea leads to locally
validate the model by testing observations of a particular antenna and/or those of a particular satellite. We can
therefore characterize the antenna-/satellite-detector upon
the following setting
antenna-detector: Cf 7! If ;
satellite-detector: Cf !
7 If ;

usi is defined similarly. With this setting, in an analogous way
to (11) and (12), expressions of the stated test-statistics as
well as their MDBs can be obtained. For the atmospherefixed case, the degrees of freedoms of the antenna-/satellitedetector are q D f .s  1/ and q D f .n  1/, respectively.

Cs 7! Ds ; Cn 7! unr
Cs 7! usi ; Cn 7! Dn
(15)

where unr denotes the canonical n-vector containing zeros
except the r t h element equal to one. The canonical vector

Noncentrality Parameter 1;˛; Given the fixed probability of false alarm ˛, the 2 -noncentrality parameter increases
as the power of the test increases. In other words, for a
given fixed model and a fixed ˛, the higher the power of the
test is sought, the larger the MDB becomes.
1

Antenna-Specific Part Œn=.n  1/ 2 This clearly shows
that an increase in the number of antennas n could decrease
the size of the outlier MDB considerably, would one, in the
beginning, consider a limited number of antennas (e.g. n D 2
or n D 3). However, the stated MDB does not significantly
decrease in size by adding an extra antenna when dealing
with an array of a large number of antennas.
i

1

Satellite-Specific Part Œwi .1  Œ wwN  1s / 2 This term
depends on three factors, namely, 1) the elevation-dependent
weight wi of an individual satellite, say i , 2) the mean value
N and 3) the number
of wi (i D 1; : : : ; s) denoted by w,
of common satellites s. In this study, we make use of the
exponential elevation weighting strategy to form the diagonal
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Fig. 1 Satellite-specific part of the outlier MDBs as function of the satellite elevation for different satellite configuration. The overall satellite
configuration has been characterized by the weight mean value ‘w’
N
1

elements of matrix Ws , i.e. wi (Euler and Goad 1991)
wi D Œ1 C 10 exp.

i

10ı

/2 ;

i D 1; : : : ; s

(18)

where i is the elevation of satellite i [degree] with respect
to the reference antenna. Note that the elevation-dependent
weight wi should not be confused with the w-test-statistic.
Figure 1 depicts the satellite-specific part as function of
the elevation of an individual satellite. The graphs have
been presented for different values of wN reflecting the overall configuration of the satellites with respect to the array
(0:4  wN  0:8). This has been done for two cases, the
case where the number of satellites is s D 3 (left-panel)
and the other one with s D 5 (right-panel). As shown,
the size of the MDB of an outlier, occurred in a single
observation of satellites of low elevation (e.g. 10ı  i 
20ı ), is governed by the elevation of the corresponding
satellite only, irrespective of the number/configuation of the
satellites. In case of satellites of a higher elevation, the
scenario would change as the number of satellites starts
taking an active role as well. Considering a limited number
of common satellites, it is interestingly observed that the
MDB does not generally decrease as the elevation of the
corresponding satellite increases (see the red thick line in
Fig. 1, left-panel). In this case, in addition to the satellite
elevation, the overall satellite configuration would also contribute to the size of the MDB. The stated contribution
does however get insignificant once the number of satellite
increases (see Fig. 1, right-panel). In the situations where
the number of satellites is large enough (e.g. more than
5), one can therefore simply consider the elevation of each
satellite individually to analyze the corresponding outlier
MDB.

Frequency-Specific Part Œp2j =.1  .pOj =pj /2 / 2 In
addition to the variance of an individual pseudo-range
observable-type p2j , this term is also dependent on the
variance of the adjusted observable-type denoted by p2Oj .
This quantity in turn is a function of the a-priori atmospheric
variances, the quality of the other pseudo-range observabletypes through Qp and the ionospheric vector .
Figure 2 shows the frequency-specific part as function of
the inter-station distance for the three GNSSs GPS, Galileo
and BeiDou. In order to link the inter-station distance to
the ionospheric variance 2 , use has been made of that
given in Schaffrin and Bock (1988). The graphs have been
plotted for the troposphere-fixed case 2 D 0 (top-panel)
as well as the troposphere-float case 2 ! 1 (bottompanel). As shown, the frequency-specific part behaves almost
unchanged up to a certain inter-station distance (in this study
around 100 [km]). In contrast to the single-frequency data
(red dots), the MDB associated with the multi-frequency data
does not significantly change as the inter-station distance
increases (troposphere-fixed case). Because of the dispersive
nature of the ionospheric effects (i.e. dependency on the
frequencies), the GNSS-based misclosures would, in addition to the atmosphere-aided ones, also contribute to the
w-test-statistic, whereas they do vanish in case of singlefrequency data (cf. (3)). It is also important to note that
there is no redundancy in the single-frequency tropospherefloat scenario, thus giving rise to infinite MDBs. The singlefrequency case is therefore excluded from the graphs of the
bottom-panel. We remark, due to a generally better precision
of the Galileo’s signals, that the associated results illustrate
a superior performance to those of GPS and BeiDou. The
pseudo-range zenith-referenced standard deviation is taken
as 25 [cm] for GPS/BeiDou, and as 20 [cm] for Galileo .
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Fig. 2 Frequency-specific part of the code-outlier MDBs [m] as function of the inter-station distance [km] for three GNSSs GPS, Galileo, and
BeiDou
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Fig. 3 Reduction-factors (ambiguity-float) of the code-outlier MDB
(dashed lines) due to mapping the slant tropospheric delays (STDs) to
their zenith counterparts (ZTDs) compared to the rule-of-thumb formula
(red thick line) over time (a GPS data-set). Different colors have been
used for different satellites

Similar to the satellite-specific part, as the model gets
stronger (i.e. p2Oj  0), one can only consider the quality of
that individual observable-type on frequency j (i.e. p2j ). As
an example, for an array of 4 antennas with the probability of
false alarm ˛ D 0:01, the code-outlier MDB is about 79 [cm]
( D 0:8) and 89 [cm] ( D 0:9). In case of phase-slip MDB
of two successive epochs, the MDB is about 3:9 [mm] ( D
0:8) and 4:4 [mm] ( D 0:9). The zenith-referenced standard
deviations of the pseudo-range and carrier-phase observables
are, respectively, set to pj D 20 [cm] and j D 1 [mm].

MDB Reduction-Factor: From
the STD-Based Model to the ZTD-Based
Model
As stated so far, the MDB given in (17) refers to the STDbased model. One can now ask to what extent the MDB
decreases by mapping the STDs to their ZTDs. Following
the same procedure as before, the MDB of the ZTD-based
model can be formulated that reveals the gain in terms of the
reduction of the MDB. Although in addition to the number
of frequencies/satellites, the stated reduction-factor does also
depend on the tropospheric mapping functions g and the
elevation-dependent weight matrix Ws (see Fig. 3), one can
however present a rule-of-thumb expression as its rough
value, namely (ionosphere-fixed scenario)

MDB−Ratio Upper−bound

Ratio of MDBs

1.40

jjvecŒrjjSTD
jjvecŒrjjZTD

 Œ1 C

1
1
. s2 / 2
f 1 s1

After ambiguity-fixing
jjvecŒrjjSTD
jjvecŒrjjZTD

(19)

1

According to the above equations, before fixing ambiguities
the reduction-factor is mostly governed by the number of
frequencies f but not too much by the number satellites s. As
the number frequency increases, the gain in terms of MDB
reduction gets less. After fixing ambiguities, the reductionfactor becomes almost 1 meaning that the code-outlier MDB
remains almost unchanged by even strengthening the model
through mapping the tropospheric delays to their ZTDs.

2.5
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Fig. 4 Upper bounds of the reduction-factor of the ionospheric MDB
due to excluding zenith tropospheric delays (ZTDs) from the underlying
model for three GNSSs GPS (green bars), Galileo (blue bars), and
BeiDou (red bars)

3.3

Atmospheric Detectors and Their MDBs

In most applications dealing with the small-scale arrays,
one needs to check as to whether there are significant dispersive/nondispersive effects or not. Taking the atmospherefixed scenario as the null hypothesis, the atmospheric detectors are defined as

3.2.1

Before ambiguity-fixing

3

7 ef ; Cs !
7 g; Cn !
7 Dn
tropospheric-detector: Cf !
ionospheric-detector: Cf !
7 ; Cs !
7 Ds ; Cn !
7 Dn
(20)
Despite the complexity of the atmospheric MDBs, we can
evaluate them in a relative sense. For instance, one can
analyze the reduction of the ionospheric MDB when the
differential ZTDs are assumed to be a-priori known via the
following bounds (codeless data)
1

jjvecŒrjj
N 2 1
 Œ1 C 2  2
jjvecŒrjj


(21)

Pf
Pf
with N D .1=f / j D1 j and 2 D .1=f / j D1 .j  /
N 2.
The ionospheric MDBs with and without ZTDs are denoted
by jjvecŒrjj and jjvecŒrjj, respectively.
According to (21), the detectability of the differential
1
ionosphere can get better at most Œ1 C .=
N  /2  2 times, if
one excludes the differential ZTDs from the model. For the
current systems, the stated value is around 3 (cf. Fig. 4).

4

Concluding Remarks

In this contribution, the UMPI test-statistics as well as their
MDBs, associated with the array model, were studied. With
the aid of the GNSS decoupled misclosures, a few impor-

A. Khodabandeh and P.J.G. Teunissen

tant examples such as the array-detector, w-test-statistic and
the ionospheric-detector were discussed. In particular, we
showed that as the model gets stronger, one can simply, in
case of outlier’s MDB, analyze the single-channel/frequency
scenario instead.
Acknowledgements P.J.G. Teunissen is the recipient of an Australian
Research Council Federation Fellowship (project number FF0883188).

tr.PCM / D rank.PCM / D q;

(26)

since rank.CM / D q.

t
u

Proof of (12) In case of the atmosphere-fixed scenario, no
differential atmospheric delays are to be estimated, i.e.  D
0 and g D 0. This yields ? D If and .DsT g/? D Is1 .
According to (3), the frequency-difference misclosures M1
vanishes, and the vectorized version of the atmosphere-free
misclosures M2 takes the following form

Appendix

MpQ D ŒDnT ˝ If ˝ DsT vecŒPQ 

Proof of (3) The model’s misclosures, forming the condition
equations, can be formulated through pre-multiplying the
corresponding observation vector by an orthogonal complement basis matrix of the design matrix (Teunissen 2000). In
case of the single-epoch ambiguity-float scenario, the carrierphase observations are all reserved to determine the DD
ambiguities, thus leaving the code observations to contribute
to the redundancy of the model. Given the observations
Eq. (1), the code-only design matrix A, together with its
orthogonal complement basis matrix B, can therefore be
expressed as (per baseline)
A 7! Œ ef ˝ DsT g ;  ˝ Is1  )

 T ?T T
.Df / Df ˝ cd2 j g T Ds .DsT Ws1 Ds /1
T
B 7!
?T ˝ .DsT g/?T
(22)
from which (3) follows. That the misclosures M1 and M2 are
mutually uncorrelated follows from the identities DsT gN D
t
u
DsT g, and .DsT g/?T DsT g D 0.
Proof of Theorem 1 Equation (6) is indeed another expression of the UMPI test-statistic Tq presented in Teunissen
(2000). In terms of the model’s misclosures M , Tq and its
MDB-squared jjrjj2 read
Tq D

1 T 1
M QMM PCM M
q

jjrjj2 D

q;˛;
T T
1
dY CM QMM
C M dY

(23)

with the variance matrix (cf. (2))
QMpQ MpQ D DnT Dn ˝ Qp ˝ DsT Ws1 Ds

(28)

Upon choosing the array-detector structure (11), matrix CM
of MpQ , introduced in Theorem 1, reads then
CMpQ D DnT Dn ˝ If ˝ DsT Ds

(29)

Similar expressions are formulated for the carrier-phase
Q in case the ambiguities are fixed to their
observations ˚,
integers. The structures of MQ , QMQ MQ and CMpQ are thus
identical to those of PQ . Substituting M D ŒM T ; M T T ,
pQ

"
QMM D

QMpQ MpQ
0
0
QMQ MQ

"

#
;

CM D

Q

CMpQ 0
0 CMQ

#
;
(30)

an application of Theorem 1 gives (cf. (6))
Tq D

1
1
trfQM
PCMpQ MpQ MpTQ g C trfQM
PCM Q MQ MQT g
pQ MpQ
QMQ






trfPCMpQ g C t rfPCM Q g


(31)
The proof follows then from
PCM Q D PCMpQ D In1 ˝ If ˝ Is1 ;

(24)



(32)

and

To complete the proof, we thus need to show
1
1
tr.QMM
PCM MM T / D M T QMM
PCM M;
tr.PCM / D q

(27)

(25)

1
MpQ MpTQ g D trfŒQp1 ˝ Ws Pe?s  PQ PDn PQ T g;
trfQM
pQ MpQ
1
Q Dn ˚Q T g
MQ MQT g D trfŒQ1 ˝ Ws Pe?s  ˚P
trfQM
QM Q




(33)
The first expression follows from the trace-property
tr.UV/ D tr.VU/ for any matrices U and V of an appropriate
size, and the fact that the trace of a scalar is equal to the
scalar itself. The second expression follows from the equality
between the trace of a projector and its rank, that is

with the projectors Pe?s D Ws1 Ds .DsT Ws1 Ds /1 DsT , and
PDn D Dn .DnT Dn /1 DnT .
The proof of (14), (17), (19) and (21) goes along the same
lines as the proof of (12).
t
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